INTERIM MANAGEMENT

Expert support during transitions
Let Aquity cover your HIM Director or Coding Manager
vacancies while you focus on finding the perfect candidate
for your organization.

High quality, secure,
stable, and cost effective.

CAPTURE INFORMATION

Aquity delivers measurable healthcare business improvements through a deep
understanding of the clinical documentation business process, industry leading
technology, and unparalleled service.

Solutions
When you need someone onsite in a hurry, you can

Aquity’s interim managers are detail-oriented

rely on Aquity to bring in the best. Aquity’s interim

professionals who will maintain a stable operating

managers deliver peace of mind, department stability,

environment during extended staff absences or

and assist with operational assessments to ensure

recruitment efforts. Whether your operation is large

optimum ongoing performance.

or small, the assignment expectation is long or short,
things are running smoothly or in a crisis, Aquity

Aquity has more than 25 years’ experience engaging

will source an appropriate resource to hit the ground

hundreds of interim managers across the country to

running and provide the stability you need until we

cover HIM Director and Coding Manager openings.

orient your new staff and our watch is relieved.

Our knowledgeable and credentialed staff ensure
smooth day-to-day operations, compliance with

Our key differentiators include:

regulatory requirements, and consistent financial

• Smooth day-to-day operations and transitions

outcomes until your permanent staff return from

• Reliable financial and compliance results

extended leave or ideal replacements are found.

• Credentialed and experienced professionals
• Strong support from seasoned national team

CREATE
INSIGHTS

DRIVE ACTION
& RESULTS

BETTER PEOPLE + BETTER TOOLS = BETTER RESULTS

Aquity Solutions: We’re better at the business of healthcare.

Contact us today for details on what we’ve done
for others and what we can do for you.
info@aquitysolutions.com | 800.233.3030 | aquitysolutions.com
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